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The cognitive approach considers that learning amotor skill results
in the acquisition and the memorization of an internal represen-
tation of the movement (often conceptualized as a motor schema)
which is used to build a motor program and deﬁne a sensory
reference of the movement before its execution. This acquisition is
allowed by the processing of movement related information
(sensory feedback) and information about movement outcome
(knowledge of results) leading to an improvement of the efﬁciency
of sensory-motor loops involved in movement control. Motor
learning also implicates higher cognitive processes, especially
when the conditions of practice necessitate a cognitive effort,
when the learner is provided with verbal instructions or mentally
rehearses the motor action to be learned. Generally, the involve-
ment of cognitive processes results in beneﬁcial effects on motor
learning but, in some cases, they can interfere with sensory-motor
processes rendering more difﬁcult the acquisition and memoriza-
tion of the skill. We will examine these complex relationships
between sensory-motor processes and cognition duringmotor skill
learning.
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A variety of motor skills are acquired progressively during
childhood, such as eating with cutlery, tying shoelaces, writing,
and riding a bicycle. Through repeated practice, these skills
gradually become automated and can be performed without
awareness or fatigue. They represent what one calls ‘‘routines’’—
that is, procedural skills. There is general agreement that
procedural learning capacities are present early in childhood
and that they play a critical role in the development of children’s
cognitive capacities. However, few studies have brought empiri-
cal data conﬁrming this assumption, and many questions remain
regarding the cognitive mechanisms that sustain procedural
learning in children. First, we present several researches, which
explore the development of procedural learning during child-
hood. Our studies focused on two broad categories of tasks:
sequence learning (such as serial reaction time) and perceptuo-
motor adaptation (for example, mirror drawing). The second
purpose of this presentation was to explore the possibility of a
procedural learning deﬁcit among children with Developmental
Coordination Disorder (DCD). This developmental condition,
which affects 6% of primary school children, is characterized by
poor motor skills in the absence of neurological or intellectual
dysfunction. However, despite the fact that children with DCD
experience difﬁculties learning motor skills in everyday life, to
date, and quite surprisingly, motor procedural learning in
developmental coordination disorder has received very little
attention.
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Implicit learning refers to the mechanisms involved in the
detection and the integration, without explicit awareness, of the
regularities present in our environment. Research on implicit
learning has developed independently of studies on procedural
skill learning, the latter being generally described as involving the
intervention (at least during the initial learning phases) of
controlled executive processes. But it appears that, under certain
conditions, learning of new perceptual-motor skills can take place
independently of the intervention of declarative mechanisms, and
that it can correspond to the situations described in studies
exploring the implicit learning mechanisms. We will illustrate the
similarities between the two research ﬁelds through the example
of sequence-learning tasks on the one hand, and of motor
adaptation tasks on the other hand. We will also show the limits
of a conception based on the implicit/explicit dichotomy, and will
underline the need to identify the conditions which, taking into
account the patients’ deﬁcits (and their preserved abilities), enable
or facilitate skill automation.
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